The effect of anionic surfactant on poliovirus particles during capillary electrophoresis.
Because of its essential role in SDS-PAGE, sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS) is generally associated with protein denaturation. However, for SDS-PAGE, proteins are linearized in the presence of SDS, following the exposure to high temperatures and reducing agents. In comparison, the conditions employed during a capillary electrophoretic (CE) separation involve only a limited exposure to SDS, at much lower temperatures. As the outer surface of the non-enveloped viruses consists of proteins, virus interaction with SDS can be judged from the perspective of SDS-protein interaction. Several studies have indicated that proteins have a different susceptibility to SDS, depending on their secondary structure and number of subunits. Therefore it is not straightforward to estimate what should be expected when intact polioviruses and subviral particles obtained by thermal conversion of the poliovirions, are exposed to SDS during CE separation. In this study it is shown that, during CE separations, SDS has no effect on the integrity of the poliovirion, but the presence of SDS in the separation system influences the poliovirus peak height and shape. The implication of SDS in the CE separation of poliovirus is discussed in detail. On the contrary, the proteinaceous subviral particles, such as the empty capsids, are less stable in the presence of SDS during the CE separation, and aggregates between the individual poliovirus capsid proteins and SDS are formed. Finally, we have proposed an alternative separation approach, involving an SDS gradient, for an improved separation of the subviral particles.